This multi-cache trail follows the route
of the Henry Vaughan Walk that was
created to commemorate the most
notable Anglo-Welsh poet of the 17th
Century.
In following the trail you will obtain
characters that when deciphered will
lead you to an appropriate final
destination. You must collect them all.

Waypoint 1 SO 11315 22727
Start on the Canal bank at the
information board. Your first cipher letter is
the initial of Henry Vaughan’s twin brother.
Enter it here ___

Part of the trail is along the Brinore
Tramroad that was operational
between 1815 and 1865 carrying coal
and limestone to the Monmouth and
Brecon Canal at Talybont.

Waypoint 2 SO 11457 22529
Waypoint 7 SO 10844 22614
Find lines of verse by Henry Vaughan. Your By the Cui Brook. You need the 2nd
next letter is the 1st letter of the 2nd line of
letter of the 3rd word of the 1st English
English verse. Enter it here ___
line. Enter it here ___

On two occasions you will also cross
the route of the old Brecknock and
Merthyr Railway, also known as the
‘Breakneck and Murder Railway’.

Waypoint 3 SO 11291 22395
Find lines in Welsh. Your next letter is the
1st letter of the 2nd line in Welsh. Enter it
here. ___
Waypoint 4 SO 10927 21966
The 1st letter of the first Welsh line will give
you the next cipher letter. Enter it here
____
Waypoint 5 SO 10694 21729
By the murmuring waters of the
Caerfanell, find the last letter of the 1st
word in the 1st line of a poem by Thomas
Vaughan in Welsh.Enter it here ___

Talybont-on-Usk is misnamed; it is in
fact upon the River Caerfanell, along
the quiet banks of which you can enjoy
delightful pastoral scenes.

Waypoint 6 SO 10667 21954
Strolling through pleasant meadows, your
next cipher letter is the 2nd letter of the 3rd
word in the 1st English line.
Enter it here ___

Waypoint 8 SO 11194 23015
On the Canal again. Get the 1st letter of
the 5th Welsh line. Enter it here ___
Waypoint 9 SO 11315 22727
Write the village name in the 1st row
below. Number the letters 1 to 0. Watch
out for repeats!

Write your cipher letters in the 3rd row
S

O

Deduce the 8 figure MR for the Real
Cache location. Enter it in the last row
and into your GPS. Go to it!

